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Everything you need to know about
lettings...
As Chester’s longest established independent sales and lettings
agency, we thought that it’s high time we led the way and did
things a little differently. Which is why we’re lifting the lid on lettings.
Over the past 35 years we’ve learnt some very valuable secrets to
building long term and successful partnerships with landlords.
One of the things that truly sets Matthew’s apart from other agents is our
belief and culture. Over the past 30 years we’ve built a business around great
independent advice and excellent customer service that goes beyond what
you would normally expect. Part of that commitment to customer service is our
sharing of valuable information with you, in order to make sure you get the most
out of your lettings portfolio. This commitment to service starts right here, in this
guide to the world of lettings. Whether you are an existing, or possible future
lettings client, we’re happy to share our knowledge with you and give you a taste
of Matthew’s support.

Here’s our MUST FOLLOW list for new and existing landlords:
You’ve given the property purchase a lot of thought - now do the same with the
agent.
Whether you’re renting one or one hundred properties out, there are some simple
boxes you need to make sure your agent is ticking.
As, once you’ve picked your agent, it should be an effortless and hassle free
relationship that means that the management of your property and the
associated tenants are pressure and stress free.

Make sure you ask (and they answer) the following:

Are they licensed by ARLA?
Currently there are no UK regulations governing
Lettings Agents. So picking an agent who is ARLA
registered means that you can be sure that:
•

You will be dealing with a qualified and trained agent who can provide you
with up to date information and guidance. This is extremely important, as
there is a growing amount of legislation you must be aware of, to ensure that,
as a landlord, you are complying with the law

•

Your money is protected by a client monies protection scheme and that your
tenant’s deposit is registered with a government registered scheme

•

That you are dealing with an agent who follows the Code of Practice Rules of
Conduct laid down by the ARLA professional body

•

That the agent has Professional indemnity Insurance

•

That you have a route to a higher body, and redress, should something go
wrong
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OK, so here’s what agents don’t want you to
know or ask about:
OK, so here’s what agents don’t want you to know or ask about:

Your Contract – Check it carefully!
Agents issue landlords with a contract setting out their terms and conditions. This
covers a whole host of matters that require ‘eyes wide open’ consideration. Not all,
but some agents include clauses that make it extremely difficult to change agents
midway through a tenancy. Which means if you are unhappy with the service and
want to take your business elsewhere, you may be required to serve notice on the
tenant to end the tenancy agreement. Make sure you can change agents without
having to end tenancy agreements prematurely.

Hidden Fees
A low headline management fee might well hook people in, but make sure there are
no follow-up fees heading your way. A particular favourite is the ‘Renewal of Tenancy
Agreement’ that can take place every six months – where you get charged for the
pleasure! You should only be charged for a 6 monthly renewal if you specifically
request it, as tenancies can roll on indefinitely after the first six months, being broken
by a months notice from the tenant, or by two months by the landlord.

They never visit, they don’t even write
Good agents will be as keen as you are to ensure that everything is going well with
the tenant and that the property is being kept in good order. Ask them how often
they will go out and visit your property (this should be at least twice a year). Also
make sure to see the type of report that they provide after the visits.
This should include information regarding how the tenant is looking after the
property, along with any maintenance issues, accompanied with relevant
photography.

Entrances are great, exits are just as important too
It’s a small thing, but it’s important. Ask the agent if they have a routine in place
where they visit your property a week or so before the end of the tenancy. That way
they can help guild the tenant on any work or cleaning they need to do, in order to
get the property back up to agreed standards. This helps avoid lengthy deposit
disputes and ensures your property is ready to re-let as soon as the tenant leaves.
Also, make sure that the inventory is fully checked and amended on the day of
vacation, with any deductions from the deposit negotiated by the agent between
you and your tenant.
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Please note that we
can tailor our services
to suit your individual
needs for letting your
property. This includes
a ‘tenant find only’
unmanaged service or
‘rent collection only’
basis..

matthew’s fully managed lettings process
Of course we’d love to have you join our long list of happy landlords and welcome you as
a Matthew’s client. But whatever you decide to do, once you’ve selected your agent using
the aforementioned guidance, then make sure your agent does what we do:
•

We visit the property to give you
advice on rent achievable and any
work needed to make the property
compliant or recommended in order
to maximize your return

•

Sign the contract and complete a
property information form

•

We prepare the property details and
photographs are taken ready for the
property to be marketed

•

Energy Performance Certificate
(EPC) is obtained

•

Your property is then uploaded
to our website, Rightmove,
OnTheMarket.com and displayed in
our office

•

All viewings are arranged and
accompanied by us if required

•

Prompt feedback will be provided
following all viewings

•

Tenants who apply to rent your
property, will have their suitability
discussed with you

•

An administration fee, paid by the
tenant to hold the property, will be
taken while references and credit
checks are undertaken

•

Once references and credit checks
are acceptable, then a move in date
is agreed

•

Gas certificate, Inventory and
cleaning will be arranged if
necessary

•

Tenancy Agreement is prepared
by us and signed by you and the
tenant

•

One months’ rent is paid in advance
and 5 weeks rent taken as deposit

•

The deposit is registered with The
Deposit Protection Service (D.P.S)
and prescribed information is then
issued to the tenant

•

Meter readings are taken by us and
utilities and Council Tax informed,
by us, regarding the change of
occupier

•

Rent is paid over to you promptly
every month. Arrears are rare due
to our stringent referencing process
but are chased up immediately if
they should occur

•

If you require rent guarantee
insurance, we can arrange this for
you (Fees apply)

•

Your property will be visited twice
a year and a full illustrated report
sent to you highlighting any issues
needing attending to

•

Any maintenance issues reported by
the tenant are often dealt with the
same day

•

Notice will be given by tenant or
landlord to end the tenancy

•

We will then re-advertise to let and
arrange viewings via the tenant

•

Once the tenancy comes to an
end, we visit the tenant a week or
so before they vacate, to ensure
any work needing doing before
re-letting the property is in hand,
we have a specific member of the
team dedicated to dealing with this
and a full complement of trusted
contractors ready to be called upon
at any time

•

We will then check out the tenant,
check the inventory, read the meters
and inform the utility companies and
council of the change of residency

•

We will arrange for any works
needed to be carried out and
deposit returned to tenant

